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ABSTRACT
Lately according to the software and hardware progress, the development of the computer games has
been so much. As the development of the computer games is one of the most favorite projects of computer
sciences. A requirement for development of the computer games is the computer graphics programming
science and the mathematical calculations. A calculation method is fractal Koch which uses the selfsimilarity specifications of itself. Formation of fractals takes place by the repetitions, so it is possible to
transform a simple geometric shape to a more complex one and use the fractal capabilities to develop
and produce the computer games. So, we have tried to use the OpenGL graphic functions in VC++6.0
and review the application of fractal Koch in development of the computer games.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The computer games are one of the most powerful and widest branches of computer graphics.
Computer graphics is used widely of which the use of different two-dimensional (2D) and threedimensional (3D) technics in designing and development of the computer games are the most
general ones [1, 2]. Development of the computer games in the late decades from the 3D
graphic views have been noticed clearly. The computer games have been developed using the
graphic software for game designing and the graphic programming environments. So,
development of the computer games is a kind of software development in which the computer
games are produced [3, 4]. The game development software's one of the most complex ones as
they work with different elements like editors, compilers and the peripheral supplies. The design
and the development of the computers games could be done by the editors and the developed
programming environments which make the development of the computer games easier and
fast.
Nowadays the programming languages include diverse libraries of the classes and the
Application Program Interface (API) to develop the programs which need mastering. Using the
programming libraries OpenGL (Open Graphic Library), makes development of the computer
games in 2D and 3D fast [5]. OpenGL functions for computer games are very powerful for
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development of the computer games and provide facilities like structuring 3D models, lighting
and the construction of the shapes for the computer games producers to make the output of the
games look like as real [6]. OpenGL functions provide a programming interface for 2D and 3D
computer games. OpenGL is a modeling and 3D graphic in nature which is very fast and
transferrable. Using the OpenGL it is possible to design high quality and high graphic 3D
pictures. OpenGL is a library in VC++ programming environment which provides some pre
packed functions for creating the computer games.
Fractals use self-similarity and repetitions to create shapes in unlike the Euclid shapes [7]-[8].
The fractal shapes are erratic and also the disorder rate is fixed for any scale. It is possible to use
the fractals as one of the most important models in developing the computer games [9]-[10]. In
computer games to have pictures of high quality, any point of the pictures must be registered
accurately and this uses a high volume of the memory. So, using the fractals is a good method to
reduce the volume of the images in computer games. Fractals are used for solving the complex
problems and in different scientific and engineering fields like computer graphics [11], image
processing [12, 13] and communication [14].
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we have introduce the related works; in
Section 3, we describe the computer games, in Section 4, we describe the fractals and their
application in development of the computer games; in Section 5, the results of simulation are
presented and at finally in the Section 6, conclusion and future works is presented.

2. RELATED WORKS
Nowadays, the development and designing the computer games is done using the game engines
and the different technologies of programming in 2D and 3D models. So, it is possible to say
that computer graphics has made many changes in calculation and graphic methods. This branch
is one of the widest and the most applied sciences in development of the computer games.
Computer graphic has made the designers of the computer games simulate the games with no
need for calculations via game structuring software. In this case we point out some works done
this field.
R. Li [6] has used the OpenGL technology in developed programming environment of VC++ to
develop the computer games. In this paper model of 3D and lighting of the shapes in computer
games are emphasized. To have high quality computer games and to evaluate the colors of the
images, it is possible to use OpenGL and transform the graphic states of the images to the bit
vectors and present the images with high quality. Of the other specifications of 3D shapes, the
capacity of absorbing light and maintaining it must be pointed. Without lighting, nothing is
visible and if the shapes are visible they are presented in 2D. When we draw the shapes of a
game, we must consider the lighting of them because even the best 3D shapes will not be
considerable without light. The results of the paper show that the OpenGL technology is capable
of creating 2D and 3D images. Researchers [15] have discussed the challenges of software
engineering. They have studied the subject of 3D models in computer games. They have
described that one of the debates on 3D graphic is the texture. Texture is the 2D image which is
mapped in a special way on the surface and the 3D things to make it seem real. One of the other
factors of 3D shapes creation is the lighting. In lighting calculations, the angel of the source
light and the surface of the things must be finely adjusted. They have also emphasized that to
make the development procedure of the computer games better, the software engineering
patterns must be used.
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Researchers in [16] have used the OpenGL technology to structure and develop the
specifications of the 3D images. In development of the computer games, the most important
factor is the images. Of the most important specifications of 3D graphic done on the images are
reading, presenting, location change, rotation and filtering the images. In OpenGL technology,
the 3D graphic is based on vertex. In fact using the vertex, it is possible to create the shapes and
it is possible to transfer them to the 3D environment and create the moving objects easily. They
have also cited that in 3D graphic, matrix are used to create the shapes. So, it is possible to use
them and make many transformations on the 3D objects. Transfer, rotations, size change and the
reflection on a surface (for example to make shadow) could be implemented by matrix
operations. Also they have examined the OpenGL functions for creation of 3D objects.
Researchers [17] have discussed the 3D models in VC++6.0 programming environment using
the OpenGL. They have cited that OpenGL is an advanced API and also a powerful one for 3D
graphic designs. One of the most used techniques in animation is the texture. Using the texture
technique it is possible to transform the shapes into many forms. The results of the examinations
show that the OpenGL s very efficient in forming the shapes and the 3D models.
D. Fang [18] is discussed 3D simulation of terrain according fractal. One of the most advance
techniques in 3D graphic is the ability of making any kind of terrain and the natural
environments. It is possible to simulate mountains, plains, hills and any other non-equal
surfaces using the fractal. In this paper, the fractal theory and fractal Brownian motion have
been studied. And the 3D objects like cloud and sky are created using fractal. So, now the
graphic capabilities have made many changes in development of the computer games which are
the general part of the computer games industry. It also cited in this paper that the 2D and 3D
models, all utilize the graphic capabilities to logically balance the relationship between the
quality of the images and the speed of execution of the games. The results of the simulation in
this paper are got from VC++6.0 programming environment and using the OpenGL technology.
The reference [19] has plotted the natural shapes using the fractal geometry. This reference has
plotted the 3D objects in VC++6.0 programming environment using the OpenGL. The fractal
geometry makes the plotting the natural shapes like sky and the mountains possible. So, using
fractal, it is possible to simulate the real world phenomena.
In [20] have discussed the 3D computer games development using the programming and game
engines fields. In this paper it is described that the programming languages have some
capabilities and also some limitations each, and any of them are used in any special field and
some are more dynamic in computer games world. Also the use of API is a big change in
structuring the computer games and have led to the computer graphic and now the computer
games are directly or indirectly (via the game engine) use the programming interface. Also, in
the results section, some samples of games are designed using the game engine and
programming functions.

3. COMPUTER GAMES
Development of the computer games using the game engines and the programming
environments has widened the advanced 2D and 3D of the games. So, the development of the
computer games using the advanced game making tools has made the game making procedure
easier for the programmers and the designers. In development of the computer games it is very
important to utilize the tools. These tools include knowledge and the experiment of the people
for development of the computer games. One of the very important tools in computer games is
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programming the graphic environments. The computer games are potential in graphic,
simulation and imaging and are considered by many users. Lately the progress of the 3D games
has been one of the poles of game making industry [21]. So, the computer game industry is a
very high profit making one all over the world and the all day's progress of it has made many
companies to design the games which are powerful in multi-dimensional graphic.
The process of making and developing the computer games was first done by the elementary
programmers. But these activities have changed to a master level since 1970. And the game
developing teams started to work professionally on the game designing [21]. So, the process of
the completion and the complexity of the designing the computer games has developed and any
part of game developments has been done by the masters of that part. Now the game engines are
one of the most complex computer programs in the teams of developing the computer games.
Game engines are in fact the software element and the main element of any computer game
which produce 2D and 3D graphic environments [22]. The game engine uses the basic
technology and makes the development of the games easier and provides a possibility to execute
the games on the game councils and the computers.
In development of the computer games of 2D and 3D, the factors like lighting, texture and
rendering are very effective. One of the most important specifications for making the 2D and 3D
computer games more real is shadow [23]. Shadows are in direct relation to the light and are
divided into three groups. In the first type, the shadow is created by the fixed shape on the
smooth surface. In the second type the shadow is created on the rendered images. This is the fast
way of shadow making. But it is possible to use it to shadow on the smooth surface. The most
flexible shadows are the volume shadows. Volume shadows can be created on any surface and
they also can make shadow on the moving things. This shadow is the most complex and the
slowest kind of shadows. One of the other processes taking place working with the images, is
the lighting of pats of the images. This technique is very applicable in here dimensional
graphics. It is also possible to combine the colored elements of the images and map texture on
the shapes of the game environment. One of the characteristics of the game engines is the
Rendering which creates the 3D capability. Rendering is a capability which transforms the basic
graphic shapes to the images [24]. This kind of the engines are often called rendering Engine or
3D engines. So, engines create capabilities required for 3D images for the developers of the
computer games. The 3D or rendering engines are structured according to the graphic
technologies like direct 3D or OpenGL which cause hardware dependency from the graphic
cards. So, one of the requirements of developing the computer games is the knowledge in the
wide area of science like computer graphic, image processing and computer calculations. The
development of the computer games and computer graphic needs mastering in mathematics and
computer algorithms.
Designing and programming the computer games are of the most important activities in
computer game industry which investigate on the professional teams of game creation So, the
structuring the computer game seems like development of the software systems for development
of the very advanced samples may a team of professionals in designing, animation and
programming work for many years. In computer games industry, the 3D graphic models are
faced in many action designing and have been developed by progress of the tools of this
industry [25]. The computer games are not only the tools for business activities, but also are
used in many training fields and the computer industry is progressing in training sections [26].
So, it is possible to develop and design the 2D and 3D games in a way that they will be used for
training in programming, different learning strategies, increasing the concentration,
competitiveness and increasing the different professions.
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4. FRACTAL
The fractal geometry was first presented by Mandelbrot [27]. In fractal geometry, it is possible
to create different models of fractal and model the different shapes and using the fractal
geometry, the accurate status and the irregular shapes could be combined and the complex
shapes are created [28]. The fractal geometry describes the things which are similar or
symmetric. So, when the things are enlarged, an accurate similarity exists among their elements
and this similarity continues in a limited or unlimited end [29]. One of the most famous fractals
is called Koch, which is designed by Helge von Koch [8]. In this fractal a segment of unit length
is considered and then it is divided into three parts. The middle part is removed and the others
are considered as the sides of equilateral and the procedure is repeated [30]. If this is done for
any of the segments and is continued until no end, fractal Koch is shaped. Shaping stages of
fractal Koch are showed in Figure (1).

Figure 1. The Fractal Koch Formation Stages

Fractal Koch is a kind of self-simulating fractal. So, the fractal Koch of a shape or a geometric
pattern of same parts is a total shape. An interesting point in studying the fractals is the
dimension of them. So, each shape in fractal is the ratio of the logarithm of the number of the
shapes of the self-similarity to the enlargement factor. The fractal dimension is calculated
according to the equation (1) [8].
D

LogN
LogS

)1(
In equation (1), N is the number of very fine parts which form the main shape. Value S
compares the small parts with the larger shape. And D is the fractal dimension of the shapes.
According to the equation (1), the fractal dimension s identified according to the equation (2).
D
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Figure (2) shows the quasi code of fractal Koch.
1. Initialize Parameters
N=4
S=3
2. Do
Calculating Fractal Dimension
Draw Koch Curve
3. Loop until (End Iterations)
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Figure 2. The Quasi Code of Fractal Koch

Figure (3) shows fractal Koch. As it can be seen, the output holds regular swings in all
repetitions and all fractal dimensions are in similar size. The harmonization of fractal Koch and
the scale increase procedure is done in a regular and logic method. So, fractal Koch holds
dimension scaling from structure point of view and this causes using fractal Koch and creates
similar or different shapes.

Figure 3. Fractal Koch

Three techniques for creation of the fractal shapes are [27, 7]:
Recursive Fractals: in these fractals, the fractal dimensions are formed by a recursive
relationship and are presented similar in different scales.
Repetitive Fractals: These fractals hold a fixed replacement regulation and are presented similar
in different scales.
Random Fractals: These fractals are made of random repetitions. Random fractals are the
fractals which are in some kind, self-similar but are not completely self-similar or semi selfsimilar.

4.1. Application of Fractal Koch in Development of Computer Games
In development of the computer games, it is important to be near to the reality for the producers
of the computer games. The graphic of the computer games is very important in the realness of
the portraits, advanced effects and making real the environment of the games. In development of
the computer games, when the deep colors and accurate plotting is done by the high quality
graphic, the favorite outcomes are resulted. The effective graphics like the reflection of like
light surfaces and the different patterns (like clouds, ground) are very important in the realness
of the computer games. So, it is possible to adjust the dimension, location, speed and color to
create total real shapes in 2D and 3D pages. The other technique of the computer games is the
animation of the textures. It is possible to use fractal to create moving shapes in 3D graphic.
And also it is possible to use fractal on the texture to reshape the image to a favorite shape. In
general the fractals are the controlled shapes and are based on the scaling and distribution
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procedures. Development and the distribution of the fractal shapes use the simple fractal model
to create the multi fractal technology and it is possible to combine them and create different
shapes. To go high in efficiency and the speed of the computer games and also to decrease the
use of the images in development of the computer games, fractal Koch is used. Figure (4) shows
the development of the computer games using fractal Koch [27] and OpenGL [5].

Figure 4. Development of the Computer Games using the Fractal Koch and OpenGL

In Figure (5) the quasi code used for development of the computer games using fractal Koch is
showed:
1. Start
2. Create Environment Game
3. Loop
3.1. Koch Fractal
Draw Graphics Shape
• Scaling
• Transformation
• Rotation
4. Until (end iterations)
5. OpenGL graphics library
Function Calls
• Lighting
• Rendering
• Texture
• Shadow
6. Display Model
•2D Model
•3D Model
7. Output the Result
8. End
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Figure 5. The Quasi Code for Development of the Computer Games using Fractal Koch.

Most of the 3D shapes used in computer games are formed from many polyhedral. Any
polyhedral includes some pinnacles and using fractal it is possible to plot the polyhedral to 2D
and 3D shapes. So, the most important thing in creating the computer games of 2D and 3D is to
plot to shapes of sides and angles. After plotting the multi dimension models based on the
fractal geometry, it is possible to transform the shapes to the set of the patterns to present in the
game environment. As a result, the most common way to plot the polyhedral shapes and the
multi-dimensional images, is to use the fractal. It is possible to use the fractals and create
moving images in 2D and 3D game environments. So, fractal holds high capacity and is a good
technique for development of the computer games. Using the fractal, it is possible to create
regular and irregular shapes of games. Using the fractal equations it is possible to shape ground,
cloud and fire.

5. RESULTS OF SIMULATION
Modeling and creation of the graphic environment are two important stages of computer
graphic. The main goal of modeling is to conform the shapes to the multi-dimensional
environments. To implement and simulate the development of the computer games, the fractal
Koch of VC++6.0 and OpenGL functions are used.
To image the realities in the computer games is an important specification n computer games.
So, the graphic of the games depends on the items like the implementation. The fractal graphic
shapes are often formed of the geometric shapes and the continuous points and the shape which
images the fractal is in real the combination of the mathematical coordinates and the relation
between the repetitions of the fractal shapes. In fact, the fractal is a kind of graphic in which the
images are formed according to the relation of the points. A specification of the graphic fractal
shapes is depicting the images. The formation of the graphic shapes using the fractals in fact to
put the geometric shapes on each any of which are produced by the size change, transfer and
rotation. So, to create the graphic images and the conformation of them a real shape, it is
necessary to place the fractal Koch shapes on a 2D page and operate on them to create the 3D
shape of them. And also to blazon the fractal shapes, it is possible to use the OpenGL functions
to deepen their color. To show the efficiency of the fractal Koch in development of the
computer games, the 2D and 3D cloud and fire are simulated.
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Figure 6. The Display 2D Model of the Fire Make

Fractals are the elements the space form of which is not regular. It is possible to simulate the
natural phenomena using the irregularity of them in different scales. As it is seen in Figure (6),
the 2D fire is created by the repetition of fractal Koch. So, the fire movement is simulated by the
fractal Koch dynamic structure.

Figure 7. The Display 2D Model of the Cloud Make

In Figure (7) the 2D model of the cloud is showed using of the fractal Koch. As the clouds are
shaped irregularly, the fractal Koch could be used to create the different cloud shape. It is also
possible to create real and fiction shapes by more repetitions of fractal equations.
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Figure 8. The Display 3D Model of the Fire Make

In Figure (8), 3D model of the fire is showed. To see the 3D fire, the OpenGL functions are
used to make the camera view in 3D and the environment could be simulated from any side.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Nowadays there are many 2D and 3D graphic software. Maybe the most general use of
computer 3D graphic is the computer games. Now it is possible to produce games using the
programming technique and the game engines which enjoy high graphic quality and charm. So
it is possible to create geometric and compound shapes in programming environments using the
fractal mathematics models and develop the games fast and use the OpenGL techniques to
present the fractal shapes in 2D and 3D display. So, it could be said that the field of computer
games develop progresses day by day. We hope that in future will be able design programs and
computer games which advanced image effects and favorite graphic in terms of multidimensional images for the users create.
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